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Introduction. In connection with the iteration of analytic
unctions, Kimura [1], [2] considered the equation
y(x / l) y(x) + l / /y(x),
2=/=0,
(E)
and obtained a meromorphic solution (x) such that
1.

j+kl

(1.1)

k

X

in hedomainDz(R,s)= Izl>R, [arg

z--l<--s

U{Im[ze-

>R} U {Im [ze"] <

R}, where P0= e is an arbitrarily rescribed constant, s>0, and R is a sueiently large number
depending on

We sudied some roperties of he solution (x) in [g] and, especially,
roved ha here is a horizontal line L= {Im =} such that, for any

> 0, in the half strip
(1.2)

(z) akes every value infinitely often if 2 1, and () akes every value
other than

1 if 2 1.

We will call such a line as a "Borel" le for () []. I would
be natural to inquire how many "Borel" lines may appear or (x).
Our aim in this note is to answer (partially)to this question. We
will prove the ollowing
Theorem. Suppose is real in the equation (E).
( i ) If 2<=1/4, then there is only one "Borel" line for (x).
(ii) If 1/4, then there are at least two "Borel" lines for (x).
2. Proof of Theorem (i). Let x0 be a zero point oi (x): (x0)
=0. Write x=xo-n, n=0, 1,.... Then (x) satisfies 0=(x)+l
/ 2/(x), i.e.,
1
1 +_ /- 42].
(2.1)

(xl)- -[--

More generally
(2.2)

(x)

1

[- (1- (Xn_l)___ /(1-- (x_1))2--4],

n--l, 2,

....
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We consider the ollowing two cases"
(b) When 2 0.
() When 0
1/4
() When 0_1/4.
In this case, (x)0 rom (2.1). Suppose (x_) be real and 0.
Then
(1-- (x )) 42 0,
hence rom (2.2) we know that (x) is real and g0. Thus, (Xn), n
are all real and g0 in this case.
1, 2,
(b) When 0.
are all real.
Obviously, (x), n= 1, 2,
Thus, in both cases (a) and (b), (Xn) are all real for n= 1, 2,
If n is sufficiently large, then by (1.1) we have
(C=Pl0).
(2.3)
(x) x + c + log X
Since (x) are all real, we have
Im[x+c+2logx]=Imxo+Imc+arg(xo--n). 0
(2.4)

>=

).
as n
Since arg (Xo-n) as n, we know by (2.4) that zero points of (x)
must lie on a horizontal line
L {x Im x
Im c- 2}.
Therefore, any other line than L can not be a "Borel" line, because for
sufficiently small 30, the half-strip (1.2) can not contain any zero
points of (x).
Proof of Theorem (ii). Let x0 and x be the same as in 2.
Put (x)=u +iv nd write

.

(3.1)

An

(Un 1)

-v- 42,

B

2(Un 1)v.

Then by (2.2) we obtain

(3.2)

u+= (Un-- 1)

JA+B + A

where r is he sign of B.
Since 2> 1/, (z) is no real. Suppose (z) is no real. hen
(z,) is a roo of the quadratic equation
t + (1-- (x))t + 2=0.
(3.4)
Since 2 is rel, none o2 the roots o (3.4) are real. Thus, none of (x),
n= 1, 2, ., are real.
I n is sufficiently large, then by (2.3)u-lRe [x0-n]<0, hence
we tke the minus sign be2ore J---symbol in (3.2) and (3.3), i.e.,

(.9

,=g1[(-1

]

+B + },
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(3.3’)

v+= v

y
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An+Bn-- An

By (3.3’) we have, supposing that [Un--11 is sufficiently large,
(3.5)
vn +1 Vn[1 + ,/(Un-- 1)2+ ],
and V+l/V 1 since 20, hence Ivy] increases with n if Iu is sufficiently

Thus vvO as n. v since [3, p. 102]
(3.6)
(x)/x-l]<l/2 for Im x]>R’ (R in (1.1))
and hence IIm Xo]GR’ for any zero point x0 of (x). Therefore
Im[x+c+21ogx]=Imxo+Imc+2arg(xo-n) >v 0,
whence we know that, if we write
Im c-- 2 + v,
o
then the zero point Xo lies on the line
L(Vo)= {x; Im x=v0 }.
Thus the pole (x0+ 1) of (x) also lies on L(o). Take a>0 arbitrarily.
For any complex number b, let xo(b) be a b-point of (x)" (xo(b))
=b, and x,(b)=xo(b)--n. I n is sufficiently large, then by (2.3)
Xn(b)+ V+R log x(b), which is large. Thus the value (x(b)) is
taken at a point x’(b) in the neighborhood {x; [x--(x0+l)l<3} of the
pole (xo+ 1). Thus, in the strip
H(V0 )= {x Jim X-Vo3}
contains a b-point x(b)=x’(b)+n’ for some positive integer n’. Thereore, the strip H(Vo; ) contains infinitely many b-points o (x). Since
b is any complex number, we know that L(0) is a "Borel" line or (x).
Since I is real, we must have another "Borel" line
Im c
v},
{x Im x
and our theorem is proved. (We note that v 0.)
Remark. It is easy to see that

large.

,

{A

-

is very large. If we take the plus-sign
in fron of ---symbol in (8.2) and (g.g), then
.<0, .<0, and .1, v.l are very small.
from hese (., v.), hen we will obtain very small
star
If we
rom his consideration, i is quie lausible tha here migh be inIm
finitely many "Borel" lines L() and

Suose -1<0 and -l

*
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